No. CW-900EZ

Clean Walker Easy

HAND TOOLS

No more need to peel off films! This is a
self-adhesive mat made of high quality urethane gel.
Place this mat indoor such as entrance to a clean
room, and the dust and dirt adhered to shoes soles
or trolley wheels are easily captured. The
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adhesiveness is restored by washing and drying.

ELECTRIC TOOLS
AIR TOOLS
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GASOLINE ENGINE TOOLS
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No. CW-900EZ

Clean Walker Easy
This product is a sticky mat that utilizes the self-adherence
property of urethane gel.
It flexibly changes its shape against dents and projections of
shoe soles and wheels of carts, collecting grit and dust well.
Dirt can be removed by washing with water.

Eco-friendly adhesive mats eliminating the need of peeling off film

Clean Walker

●Non-woven textiles are sandwiched by the urethan gel layers. A 3mm thickness, providing high strength
and resistant to tears under the pressure of trolleys. It can be stuck together like floor tiles.
●2pcs of 450×500mm; Easy to take the mats off the floor and to clean with water.
●Provided with hook holes: hang and leave the mat dry, and the mat restores the adhesiveness.
●Indoor use only (most recommended to use at
to pe
ed
el
ne
an entrance to a clean room)

2-pcｓ. Set

Take the mat out
of the ﬂoor and
wash it with water

Hang from hook
holes to dry off

〈Structure〉

If the surface gets contaminated,
simply wipe it with a damp cloth.

Urethane gel
Non-woven textile

3㎜
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HAND TOOLS

No

No

●High elasticity mat of 5 mm thick. Catches dust on shoes soles.
●Dust adhered on the CW-900B can be easily taken off by wiping
with a damp cloth.
●Reversible (both sides can be used); running costs can be reduced.
●Indoor use only (most recommended to use at
to pe
ed
el
ne
an entrance to a clean room)
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No. CW-900EZ Clean Walker Easy
For dust removal from shoes soles in cleanrooms, entrance to air shower booth,
or in a factory. Also good for cleaning of trolley wheels.
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No. CW-900B Clean Walker
For indoor use only (for example, entrance to a clean room).
Urethane gel adheres to shoe soles and catches dusts.

Urethane gel

Color

Conductivity

Size （㎜）
（Length×Width×Thickness）

Weight
（kg）

EDP No.

CW-900B

Blue

Insulator

500×900×5

2.4

621485

Model No.

Color

Conductivity

CW-900EZ Light purple Insulator

Size （㎜）
（Length×Width×Thickness）

500×450×3

Weight
（kg）

EDP No.

1.6
（2pcs.） 621486

No. CW-T900 Clean Walker Tray

ELECTRIC TOOLS

Model No.

●Designed to be suitable for the Clean Walker size.
●The inclination allows trolleys to pass over without being jammed.
●Clean Walker mats can be removed from this tray with a little pulling force.

Clean Walker
It is an adhesive mat that applies the self-adhesive properties
of urethane gel. It deforms ﬂexibly along with the unevenness
of shoes soles or trolley wheels;
dust is reliably captured.
Dust and contamination can be
washed oﬀ with water.

AIR TOOLS

Inclined tray for easy trolley access. Dedicated to Crean Walker

CW-900B

Size （㎜）
（Length×Width×Thickness）

Model No.

Color

Conductivity

CW-T900

Blue

Insulator 600×1000×5

Weight
（kg）

EDP No.

2.45

621487

Air shower booths

Inside the plant

Entrance to clean rooms

For cleaning trolley wheels

CW-900EZ

GASOLINE ENGINE TOOLS

Ideal for removing dust oﬀ shoes soles or cleaning trolley wheels indoor

STATIC SOLUTIONS

Applications
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